Dad’s Unisex Kango Wrap
“patent pending”

Great Shirt for Dad to Hold and Bond
With

His Precious Gift.
Skin to Skin Contact the first weeks of life have been
proven to be a life changing event for you and your
newborn. It is also great for Mom to have a break.

Features of the Unisex Kango Wrap:
The Front Right and Left Panels completely overlap from side to side with the crisscross front
supporting the neck of the infant. The Flex Fit Design and Fabric will allow the Right and Left
Front Panels to expand for the size and movement of bab

The Over the Shoulder Double Sling Wrap
The Over the Shoulder Wrap style distributes the weight of a larger infant between the waist
and shoulders.
We have focused on two wrap styles for this garment but there are many options for wearing.
The encased elastic in the back neck supports the weight of the infant and springs back to
original shape when baby is removed.

Men’s Sizing:
If normal purchase size is a:
Men’s Medium
He would need a:
Mens Large in our sizing.

Kango Wrap Instructions for Use
Versatile Kango Wrap
5080

“patent pending”

Two Ways to Wear
Kango Wrap worn as a standard wrap:
1. Remove under garments and place Kango Wrap on shoulders. (Bra or Bra band
interferes
with benefits).
2. Adjust Wrap making sure the shoulder seams are in place.
3. Take the tie extension from one side and run it through the inside opposite inside seam
opening( which is under the arm) and pull it around the back.
4. Pull other tie toward the front opposite side, overlapping the front, smooth crossing ties in
the back and bring ties to the front.
5. Pull side ties tightly, then secure with a knot.
6. Place infant on shoulder and stretch out the front and the tie extensions (knot) with the free
hand. Slide your infant into the center front and position infant with tie under infants bottom
to secure

Breastfeeding with Kango Wrap:
1. When infant needs to nurse, shift infants bottom to the side and adjust the tie
as needed.
2. Always check to be sure the neck is secured by the overlapping of the two front panels at
the base of your baby’s neck.
3. Side front panel can be extended for discretion.

Kango Wrap Ties used for Shoulder Support:
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Remove under garments and place Kango Wrap on shoulders.
Adjust Wrap with shoulder seams in place.
Place your infant on your chest with knees higher than his bottom.
Pull side front panel over your infant with upper edge of panel at the base of infants
neck. Put the tie extension over your shoulder and to the back, make sure lower edge of
panel is covering the baby completely.
Take the second side panel and pull across front to the other shoulder and over to the
back, putting the tie extension to the back.
Make sure the second panel completely covers infants body.
Cross ties in the back. Smooth and bring ties to front tightly and tie securely in a knot.
( Use a slip knot for Preemie for quick release.)
Secure tie below baby’s bottom if in pouch position.
To breastfeed loosen the ties accordingly and slide into place.
Can hold pre-term and discreetly pump hands free by placing flanges between the
View videos— “Kangaroo Mother Care for Your Newborn”
www.preciousimagecreations.com

